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Monitor Arms 
A range of single, double, triple and quad flat screen monitor 

arms 
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Overview 

Monitor arms are a desktop system which both reduces desktop clutter, and allows flexibility by 

adjusting your monitors height and position. Integral cable management clips ensure that there 

are no trailing leads, and universal Vesa plates mean that the arm can be used with all Vesa 

75/100 monitors. 

The arms themselves are fully height and length adjustable, and can fold flat against a panel. 

Stocked in silver as standard, white and black monitor arms are available on request 

Standard Products 

 

 

MON1

Height adjustable single flat screen arm, 
with desk clamp and through desk fixing

MON2

Height adjustable double flat screen arm, 
with desk clamp and through desk fixing

MON3

Height adjustable triple flat screen arm, with 
desk clamp

MON4

Height adjustable quad flat screen arm, with 
desk clamp
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Features 

 

Monitor arms feauture integral cable 
management, to ensure tidy cables from the 
desktop to the monitor.

Cables can be inserted into the monitor arm 
itself at the desk level. 

Exiting from the top of the monitor arm, cables 
can be secure using cable management clips 
along the length of the arm.

Cables are routed directly to the monitor itself, 
no more desktop cable clutter

Cable Management 
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Specifications 

 MON1 MON2 MON3 MON4 
VESA mount 75x75 / 100x100 75x75 / 100x100 75x75 / 100x100 75x75 / 100x100 

Max. Weight per 
mount 

10kg 10kg 10kg 10kg 

Screen Size per mount 10”-30” 10”-30” 10”-30” 10”-30” 

Monitor adjustable 
angle 

-85°~15° -85°~15° -85°~15° -85°~15° 

Individual arm width 425mm 381mm 652mm 381mm 

Overall width 425mm 762mm 1304mm 762mm 

Adjustable arm height 200-360mm 200-360mm 200-360mm 200-600mm 

Height 408mm 408mm 408mm 708mm 

Desk fixing options Single point edge 
clamp / through fixing 

Double point edge 
clamp / through fixing 

Double point edge 
fixing 

Double point edge 
fixing 

Min/Max desk clamp 
depth 

0-98mm 0-98mm 0-98mm 0-98mm 

 

360° rotatation, and -85°~15°
tiltable monitor mount

Adjustable monitor arm height

±180° monitor arm swivel

Fully adjustable desk clamp

Cable Management 


